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THE TELEPHONE

GENERAL MEETING:
Date: January 16, 2015
Time: 7:30 PM
Where: TB Costain/SC Johnson Community Center
Program: Mike Lothrop—Flint Knapper
Mike the Flintknapper makes the world of stone come alive. You can bring
your found arrowheads and stone artifacts... let him tell you how they were
made, where the rock came from, how old the point is and who made them!
Check it out: http://www.grandriverrafting.ca/flintknapping-lectures-lessons
-southern-ontario

N.B. Our workshop is open on Wednesday afternoons from 1:00 to 4:00 PM.
The 2015 Lapidary Workshop Chairperson is Robert Whiting 905-627-1082 or
email:whiting1082@gmail.com. There may be some time to get everything squared
away. Note: No Wed. evening class.
December Meeting:
A great potluck dinner with a wide
selection of homemade food was
enjoyed by 40 plus members. The
highlight of the evening was the
presentation of a well deserved life
time membership and gift to Russ
McCrory for all his efforts in the
library and workshop. Congratulatios and thank you Russ.

Page one photos:
John Moons presents the lifetime
membership to Russ McCrory.
Long time member and oldest
member Carl Banfill.
Don Oliver, Joan and John and
members enjoy food and social
time.
A few leftovers.
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Special note: A huge thank you to the 2014 executive especially
Brad McClelland, Marcel Leblanc and Darren Gage. A special
thanks to Betty Parry for organizing our financial affairs. Also
thanks to our new executive members for volunteering. Thank you
John Moons for another successful year.
HORNBLENDE XL DONATION TO THE UNIVERSITY OF
WATERLOO : Club members Charles and Marian Brisco recently donated this large specimen to the University of Waterloo’s
Earth Sciences faculty. Congrats on your generosity!
The BLMS is proud that
member Ernie Edmonds
and former members Peter Neilson and Lew Depew have donated mineral specimens to the
University in the past.

Club News

COMING EVENTS 2015
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Treasurer: Please come prepared to pay your 2015 membership fees, $15.00 per single and $18.00 per family, cash or
cheque is fine. — Betty Parry

Field Trips: This trip is club sponsored with no cost for members of the Brantford Lapidary and Mineral Society.
Kathy reports as follows:
“2 seniors, 23 adults, 5 students, and 2 children, for a total of 32 persons, will be going to the ROM on Saturday,
January 24, 2015. We have rented a kneeling bus so it will be easier to board the bus. The bus will meet us at the
commuter parking lot at Garden Ave. at 8:15 in the morning. A second pickup will be at the Guelph Line and QEW
commuter parking lot. The bus will leave the ROM at 4:00pm sharp. Please be on time.”

Program: Mike Lothrop—Flintknapper (see page 2)
Workshop: Our workshop is open Wednesdays from 1:00 to 4:00 pm only. New grinding wheels have now been installed so we encourage members to come out and give them a try when making their cabochons. In January Robert
Whiting will be taking over from Brad. To contact Robert phone 905-627-1082 or email:whiting1082@gmail.com. Also
if any member has any ideas on how we can utilize the workshop more ie: jewellery making, information night for members to just drop in and work on their jewellery projects, trade jewellery making secrets etc. Any ideas can be presented
to any of the executive at any time.
2015 Show: Our Show Chair, Kim LeBlanc, is continuing setting up the 2015 show. So far most of last years vendors
have signed on for 2015. 2015 will be Kim’s last year as Show Chair. So we need a club member to step forward and fill
the position for the 2016 show. There is a binder and a show dedicated laptop to help with the transition. Also Kim
would be happy to discuss/mentor any member interested in being the 2016 Show Chair.

CCFMS: Check Website for updates— http://www.ccfms.ca
Library: Roger Campbell would like to remind members to please bring back any books that have been taken out.
BUS TRIP TO THE ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM
Saturday January 24, 2015.
Meet at the Brantford -Garden Ave. car park—Abbott Crt. at 8am sharp
Turn right at first stoplight on Garden Ave.( Exit 41) South off 403 Highway .
We will also be stopping at the Guelph Line car park on our route to Toronto.
Bus will leave ROM at 4:00 pm sharp.
Call or email Kathy Lahay to answer any questions (see contact info on back
page.)
2015 Lapidary Club Show: The Kawartha Rock & Fossil Club’s 22nd Annual Show
Saturday, March 7th and Sunday, March 8th 2015 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM each day
Located at the Evinrude Centre, 911 Monaghan Road, Peterborough, Ontario
Greetings All - It is with much sadness that I inform you of the death of Randy Ernst. Randy had served on the Executive in different roles more recently as Communication Director. He was taken into the hospital with kidney failure and
died 2 weeks later on Dec. 31. Our condolences go out to his wife at this time.
Russ Bruce - President CCFMS
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What is Obsidian?
Obsidian is an igneous rock that forms when molten rock
material cools so rapidly that atoms are unable to arrange
themselves into a crystalline structure. It is an amorphous
material known as a "mineraloid." The result is a volcanic
glass with a smooth uniform texture that breaks with a
conchoidal fracture (see photo on right).
Where Does Obsidian Form?
Obsidian is usually an extrusive rock - one that solidifies
above Earth's surface. However, it can form in a variety of
cooling environments:
along the edges of a lava flow (extrusive)
along the edges of a volcanic dome (extrusive)
around the edges of a sill or a dike (intrusive)
where lava contacts water (extrusive)
where lava cools while airborne (extrusive)
?What Color is Obsidian
Black is the most common color of obsidian. However,
it can also be brown, tan, or green. Rarely, obsidian
can be blue, red, orange or yellow. The colors are
thought to be caused mainly by trace elements or inclusions.
Occasionally two colors of obsidian will be swirled together in a single specimen. The most common color
combination is black and brown obsidian swirled together - that's called "mahogany obsidian" (see
photo).
As a "glass," obsidian is chemically unstable. With the
passage of time, some obsidian begins to crystallize.
This process does not happen at a uniform rate
throughout the rock. Instead it begins at various locations within the rock. At these locations, the crystallization process forms radial clusters of white or gray
cristobalite crystals within the obsidian. When cut and
polished, these specimens are referred to as
"snowflake obsidian".
Rarely, obsidian has an iridescent or metallic "sheen"
caused by light reflecting from minute inclusions of
mineral crystals, rock debris, or gas. These colored
specimens are known as "rainbow obsidian," "golden
obsidian," or "silver obsidian," depending upon the
color of the sheen or iridescence. These specimens are
very desirable for the manufacture of jewelry.

Obsidian: The specimen shown above is about two inches (five centimeters)
across. The curved semi-concentric ridges are breakage marks associated
with obsidian's conchoidal fracture. The rock has very sharp edges.

What is the Composition of Obsidian?
Most obsidians have a composition similar
to rhyolite and granite. Granites and rhyolites can form
from the same magma as obsidian and are often geographically associated with the obsidian.
Rarely, volcanic glasses are found with a composition similar tobasalt and gabbro. These glassy rocks are named
"tachylyte."
Are There Other Glassy Igneous Rocks?
Pumice, scoria, and tachylyte are other volcanic glasses
formed by rapid cooling. Pumice and scoria differ from
obsidian by having abundant vesicles - cavities in the rock
produced when gas bubbles were trapped in a solidifying
melt. Tachylyte differs in composition - it has a composition similar to basalt and gabbro.
Occurrence of Obsidian
Obsidian is found in many locations worldwide. It is confined to areas of geologically recent volcanic activity. Obsidian older than a few million years is rare because the
glassy rock is rapidly destroyed or altered by weathering,
heat, or other processes.
Significant deposits of obsidian are found in Argentina,
Canada, Chile, Ecuador, Greece, Guatemala, Hungary,
Iceland, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Kenya, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Russia, United States, and many other locations.
In the United States it is not found east of the Mississippi
River, as there is no geologically recent volcanic activity
there. In the western US it is found at many locations in
Arizona, California, Idaho, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon,
Washington, and Wyoming. Most obsidian used in the jewelry trade is produced in the United States. (cont’d page 5)

Workshop Hints: How to Extricate Fossils from Sandstone
Place sandstone block in water until it is thoroughly soaked—about 10 hours, remove block from water and
allow to drain about 10 hours, place block in freezer for 12 hours until frozen, thaw block, which will disintegrate and sieve through screen to separate all fossils specimens from the sand. (Ruth Kirkby)
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Uses of Obsidian as a Cutting Tool
The conchoidal fracture of obsidian causes it to break
into pieces with curved surfaces. This type of fracturing
can produce rock fragments with very sharp edges.
These sharp fragments may have prompted the first
use of obsidian by people.
The first use of obsidian by people probably occurred
when a sharp piece of obsidian was used as a cutting
tool. People then discovered how to skillfully break the
obsidian to produce cutting tools in a variety of shapes.
Obsidian was used to make knives, arrowheads, spear
points, scrapers, and many other weapons and tools.
Once these discoveries were made, obsidian quickly
became the raw material of preference for producing
almost any sharp object. The easy-to-recognize rock
became one of the first targets of organized "mining."
It is probably a safe bet that all natural obsidian outcrops that are known today were discovered and utilized by ancient people.
Stone Age Manufacturing and Trade
The manufacture of obsidian tools by humans dates
back to the Stone Age. At some locations, tons of obsidian flakes reveal the presence of ancient "factories."
Some of these sites have enough waste debris to suggest
that many people labored there for decades producing
a variety of obsidian objects. Making arrowheads,
spear points, knife blades, and scrapers from obsidian, chert, or flint might have been the world's first
"manufacturing industry."
Obsidian was so valued for these uses that ancient people mined, transported and traded obsidian and obsidian objects over distances of up to a thousand miles.
Archaeologists have been able to document the geography of this trade by matching the characteristics of obsidian in outcrops with the characteristics of obsidian
in cutting tools. A study done by the Idaho National
Laboratory used composition studies by X-ray fluorescence to identify the source outcrops of obsidian artifacts and map their use across the western United
States

Other Uses of Obsidian
Freshly broken pieces of obsidian have a very high luster. Ancient people noticed that they could see a reflection in obsidian and used it as a mirror. Later, pieces of
obsidian were ground flat and highly polished to improve their reflective abilities.
Obsidian's hardness of 5.5 makes it relatively easy to
carve. Artists have used obsidian to make masks, small
sculptures, and figurines for thousands of
years.. Hobart King
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A newly discovered dinosaur species makes Tyrannosaurus
rex look like a munchkin. The towering behemoth, which
stretched a bit longer than a 25-meter swimming pool and as
tall as a two-story building, weighed about 59,000 kilograms
— more than seven T. rexes. And the animal was still growing, researchers report September 4 in Scientific Reports.
Though the creature dined on
plants, its brute
size and burly tail
made it more formidable than any
meat eater. It may have even lived up to its name.
Dubbed Dreadnoughtus schrani by its discoverers, paleontologist Kenneth Lacovara of Drexel University in Philadelphia
and colleagues, the animal’s genus name comes from Old
English for “fear nothing.”
Dreadnoughtus lived 66 million to 84 million years ago, during
the Late Cretaceous period, in what is now Argentina. It is the
largest land animal reported to date. Researchers have dug up
other massive dinosaurs before, but those animals’ fragmentary remains made their sizes hard to estimate.

Scientists at the Stuttgart Natural
History Museum and colleagues
have discovered a new insect order
from the Lower Cretaceous of South
America. The spectacular fossils
were named Coxoplectoptera by
their discoverers and their findings
were published in a special issue on Cretaceous Insects in the scientific
journal Insect Systematic & Evolution.
The work group led by Dr. Arnold H. Staniczek and Dr. Günter Bechly, both experts on basal insects, determined that these fossils represent extinct relatives of modern mayflies. Coxoplectoptera, however,
significantly differ from both mayflies and all other known insects in
anatomy and mode of life.
With the discovery of adult winged specimens and excellently preserved larvae, the scientists were able to clarify the phylogenetic position of these animals and presented a new hypothesis regarding the
relationships of basal winged insects. Equipped with wing venation of
a mayfly, breast and wing shape of a dragonfly, and legs of a praying
mantis, these winged insects look like a patchwork of various animals.
The peculiar larvae, however, are reminiscent of freshwater shrimps.
Their lifestyle turned out to be a major enigma: their mode of embedding and certain other characteristics clearly suggest a fluvial habitat.
Their unique anatomy indicates that these animals were ambush
predators living partly dug in the river bed.
These animals furthermore provided clues to the long-standing controversial debate of the evolutionary origin of the insect wing. The
scientists presume that wings originated from thoracic backplates,
while leg genes were recruited for their developmental control.
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Books
I recently purchased two books for my collection from
Amazon.ca. Collecting Agates and Jaspers (14.60) and Waterfalls of Ontario ($18.77). Both are excellent books and
well worth the price.

HEAT TREATING AGATES : Some agates respond well to
heat treating to restore (or alter) colours. For example many
Lake Superior agates have lost their vivid reds and oranges.
The structures are intact but the colour has faded to almost
uniform light tans and browns. Heating them restores much
of the original vibrancy. Some other stones that benefit are
Brazilian agate and Carnelian.
To treat, place a layer of clean sand or kitty litter 1/2 inch
deep in a Pyrex dish. Place a layer of slabs or rocks in the
dish. Cover thinly with sand or kitty litter. Place in oven at
the lowest setting (150 degrees) for 2 hours (this drives out
the moisture that would cause the stone to explode). Then
raise the temperature 50 degrees every 1/2 hour until 500
degrees is reached. Leave on for 2 hours at 500 degrees then
turn off the oven to let cool , preferably overnight—No Peeking– to allow to cool completely to room temperature.

DID YOU KNOW?
Paul Revere’s silver shop was not heated so his helpers and apprentices all donned underwear in the fall and, as was the custom, wore it continuously till warm weather. Over the winter, silver dust accumulated in the fabric. In the spring, the heavy
underwear was burned (for other purposes, too) and the silver was reclaimed. From this came the term “Long John Silver”.

Mineral of the Month: GARNET
Almandine occurs in metamorphic rocks like mica schists, associated with minerals such
as staurolite, kyanite, andalusite, and others. Almandine has nicknames of
Oriental garnet, almandine ruby, and carbuncle.

Pyrope

Mg3Al2Si3O12

Almandine Fe3Al2Si3O12
Spessartine Mn3Al2Si3O12
Andradite

Ca3Fe2Si3O12

Grossular Ca3Al2Si3O12
Pyrope has trade names some of which are misnomers; Cape ruby, Arizona
ruby, California ruby, Rocky Mountain ruby, and Bohemian garnet from the
Uvarovite Ca3Cr2Si3O12
Czech Republic. Pyrope is an indicator mineral for high-pressure rocks. The
garnets from mantle-derived rocks, peridotites,and eclogites commonly contain a pyrope variety.

Spessartine or spessartite is manganese aluminium garnet, Mn3Al2(SiO4)3. Its name is derived from Spessart in Bavaria. It occurs
most often in granite pegmatite and allied rock types and in certain low grade metamorphic phyllites. Spessartine of an orangeyellow is found in Madagascar. Violet-red spessartines are found in rhyolites in Colorado and Maine.
Andradite is a calcium-iron garnet, Ca3Fe2(SiO4)3, is of variable composition and may be red, yellow, brown, green or black. The
recognized varieties are topazolite (yellow or green), demantoid (green) and melanite (black). Andradite is found both in deepseated igneous rocks likesyenite as well as serpentines, schists, and crystalline limestone. Demantoid has been called the
"emerald of the Urals" from its occurrence there, and is one of the most prized of garnet varieties. Topazolite is a golden-yellow
variety and melanite is a black variety.
Uvarovite is a calcium chromium garnet with the formula Ca3Cr2(SiO4)3. This is a rather rare garnet, bright green in color, usually found as small crystals associated with chromite in peridotite, serpentinite, and kimberlites. schists in the Ural mountains of
Russia and Outokumpu, Finland.
Grossular is a calcium-aluminium garnet with the formula Ca3Al2(SiO4)3. Grossular garnet from Kenya and Tanzania has been
called tsavorite.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
The mystery of the money boxes:
A good week before Christmas, Betty Parry called me to tell me that the OPP had contacted her about money boxes
that had been found in a car. I called the OPP officer and he emailed me a colour picture. And sure enough, I recognized one of the boxes as the box we use for the mining adventure at our show. I went to the clubhouse to see if there
had been a break-in but no, I did not see anything suspicious. I called Kim Leblanc and she recognized the boxes as
well. Now we think the boxes were taken from the shelf near the door of the clubhouse when the workshop people
were running all the machines. I am puzzled as to how the OPP saw the connection between the money boxes and our
club.
Our Christmas pot luck was a great success. The members always bring a great selection of food and plenty of it.
About 35 people attended. When you read this I hope we will have had our first meeting of the new executive. We will
lay out our plan for 2015. It will not be as hectic as 2014 when we very successfully celebrated our 50 th anniversary.
We are still looking for people to fill a few offices. Most important is the show chair for 2016. This is Kim’s last year
and she has done a great job. Thanks to the great shows we have had, we are able to do all kinds of things that other
clubs only can dream about. We have a clubhouse with a workshop and we can take everybody to the ROM in a comfortable bus with everything paid for. Marcel LeBlanc has decided that he does not want to do the newsletter anymore
and Roger Campbell has stepped forward to put this newsletter together. We are grateful for that. And finally we are
still looking for a program person. He or she decides what we do at our meetings and organizes speakers or maybe
videos or dvds.
John Moons, President
A word of thanks for Marcel
We are very grateful for the work that Marcel LeBlanc has done putting out the newsletter for the last several years.
The newsletter editor spends a fair amount of time 10 times a year putting a newsletter together. Of all the different
mineral clubs we have one of the best newsletters and we thank Marcel for keeping up the high standards. I also enjoyed reading about the traveling that the LeBlancs did and the many pictures he showed us. Marcel was also generous
with stones he had found and donated for the draws at the end of our meetings. Thank you very much. John Moons
BOOK REVIEW: Now that we are going to visit the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto this January, it looks like a good
idea to review a book that describes a lot of the treasures that have a home at the R.O.M.
Title:
Gems and Minerals Earth Treasures from the Royal Ontario Museum
ISBN number: ISBN-13 978-1-55407-880-6
Author:
Kimberly Tait
Publisher:
Firefly Books Ltd.
Year of publishing:
2011
Language:
English
Size:
256 pages. 26 x 26 cm.
Price:
The price on the jacket says $40.00, but you can get it cheaper.
When we went to the R.O.M. a few years ago I was blown away by the minerals they had on display. You believe you
have a beautiful crystal that is for example 5 cm. across. The R.O.M. will have one that is 5 or 10 times as big. And this
book has pictures of these beauties. The book has superb pictures all in colour and many are full page photos of one crystal or mineral. There is also a number of pictures that show the gemstones that have been made out of the crystals. The
book is laid out in a very organized way. All the technical terms that are used to identify the minerals are in the first part
of the book. They are very well explained with colour pictures. The second part deals with the different minerals which
are organized according to their chemical group. Every mineral has a picture and all the information you want to know
about that mineral. If it has economic value you can read what it is used for.
Going through the book I realize how lucky we are that we can see all this beautiful material in a public place only an
hour’s drive away. I am very happy to have this book. We do have it in our library.
John Moons
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YOUR (2015) EXECUTIVE:
PRESIDENT: JOHN MOONS

519-752-9756

campbell.moons@silomail.com

VICE PRESIDENT: BOB PARRY

519-448-1236

robert@roberthalloriginals.com

TREASURER: BETTY PARRY

519-448-1236

betty@roberthalloriginals.com

SECRETARY: JOAN CAMPBELL

519-752-9756

campbell.moons@silomail.com

SHOW CHAIR 2014-15: KIM LEBLANC

519-442-7372

marcell@execulink.com

SHOW CHAIR 2016: Please consider standing for this extremely important position as it is the clubs main fund raiser.
NEWSLETTER EDITOR:
SOCIAL: CARRIE GAGE

519-758-8426

darren_gage@hotmail.com

FIELD TRIPS: K. LAHAY

519-725-4678

fayemeadows@rogers.com

CCFMS REP.: BABS KISIEL-PENNELL

519-751-3247

basia10p@hotmail.com

LIBRARIAN: ROGER CAMPBELL

519-442-6542

roger.camp@sympatico.ca

PROGRAM:

WORKSHOP CHAIR PERSON : ROBERT WHITING 905-627-1082

whiting1082@gmail.com

BUILDING WORKSHOP ADMIN.: TERRY FRIZZEL

Note from the editor: The Show Chair position needs to be filled. Please consider signing up for this very important position. Ideally the 2016 Show Chair would work with and learn from our present Show Chair Kim LeBlanc, who would be
happy to discuss the requirements of being the Show Chair with any member who is considering standing for this position.
Doing this along with utilizing the 2015 show binder and the “Dedicated Show Computer” should make the transition between the present 2015 Show Chair and the 2016 Show Chair seamless.

Mailing address: 1 Sherwood Drive, Brantford, Ont. N3T 1N3
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Website: www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca

